
Curriculum Half Termly Overview 

 

Sow, Grow & Farm              Year group – 6              Term – Spring 2  

 

Wow moment: 

Visit to a local farm. 

English text types SPAG 

Core Texts:  Farm Boy/Friend or Foe. 

Story Type: Portal/Time Slip. 

Focus: Setting. 

Model Text: The Gas Mask. 

 Unit 1 Cohesion – Linking ideas across paragraphs using a 

wider range of cohesive devices. 

 Use present and past tense correctly.  (Progress to use of 

present perfect instead of simple past. 

 Consolidate common punctuation ie: 

statement/question/exclamation/command/speech. 

 Spell using the suffix -tion, ly, ous. 

 Apostrophes to indicate possession (children’s, people’s) /apostrophes 

with plural nouns (The ponies’ diet is mostly grass). 

 Use of paragraphs, organise paragraphs around a theme. 

Maths  Tables and Mental Maths  MFL 

Week 1:  Decimals. 

Week 2:  Perimeter 

Week 3: Area 

Week 4: Volume 

Week 5: Ratio. 

 

 

 2x, 5x, 10x 

 3x, 4x, 8x  

 6x, 7x, 9x 

 11x, 12x 

 Multiplying and dividing by 10, 100 and 1000. 

Unit 5 /6. Los Numerous 

 Children will recap some key vocab such as Si/no – Yes/no and 

Que es? – What is it? 

 To learn new vocabulary – los numeros abd statements such as 

Cuantas hay/hay? – How many is/are there? 

 Focus will be on Spnish pronunciation ie: The letter c has two 

sounds – k – catorce, cinco, cuatro, como c but not -ci or ce. 

Science Computing PSHE 

Living things and their habitats. 

 In this unit chikldren will learn that plants and animals rely on 

their environment to give them everything they need and 

when habitats change it can be very dangerous to the plants 

and animals that live there. 

 Understand that changes to an environment can be natural 

(storms,earthquakes,floods etc) or caused by humans 

(deforestation, pollution, urbanisation). 

 To develop a better understanding of the seven life 

processes (MRS GREN) 

 They will classify animals by theior characteristics and 

create a classificartion key. 

 

Blogging 

 To learn what a blog is and why it is more useful than a 

profile page.  Understand that it can be used for lots of 

different things such as; writing about your experiences, a 

how to page or just given your opinion in a more structutred 

way than you would write it on facebook. 

 To understand the benefits of a blog and know that you can 

add pictures, hyperlinks and text in a webpage format that 

can be accessed by anyone.   

 Know there is a responsibility to be kind to others and 

yourself. 

Dreams and goals/ Heathy Me. 

 Children will begin to discuss their hopes and dreams and 

begin to understand that  they dont always come true 

and begin to understand how to cope with 

disappointmrnt. 

 Children will look at frienship groups and how these are 

formed.  The focus will reflect on friendships and how 

different people make them feel. 

 

RE 

Humanism/Easter Festival. 

 In this unit children will develop an understanding that 

humanists don’t believe in a religion or a God.  They will know 

that in the past, they did believe in religion but during the 

19th and 20th Centuries Humanists became more secular. 

 Continue to show respect for other religions and beliefs. 

 Children will also review The Easter Story and show an 

understanding of why this is celebrated around the worls. 

 

Geography History PE 

Fantastic Forests. 

 This unit will deepen knowledge of physical geography with a focus 

on biomes and climate, geographical regions and resources. 

 The children will learn about different types of vegetation by 

;looking at different types of forests and woodlands as well as the 

Amazoni rainforest. 

 The study will have a focus on how peopleand their physical 

environments are independent by looking at what role forests play 

in human life and how human activity affects forests. (Farming 

and logging) 

 N/A. Games – Tag Rugby/Sunderland Basketball. 

 In this unit the childrn will develop a broader range of 

skillslearning how ro use them in ifferent ways. 

  Attacking/sending and receiving skills.  They will develop 

making quick decisions anout when and how to pass. 

 They will develop defending skills by exploring and applying 

defending tactics in eresponse to the game. 

 Basketball Unit with Sunderland.  

Art  D&T Music 

  N/A Eat the seasons./Waistcoat. 

 In this unit children will research, plan and prepare a three-

course meal.  They will taste-test and score their food. 

 Children will research the journey of their main ingredient 

from farm to fork. 

 To use a range of cookbooks to write a recipe for a 

favourite meal. Create a class cookbook. 

 To use a set of design criteria to design a waistcoat. 

 Children will draw inspiration from famous waistcoat 

wearers and design their own, annpotate sketches and use 

cross sectional and exploded diagrams. 

 Select tools and make designed product, evaluate design. 

 

70s Ballad/Pop.The music of Carol King 

 In this unit children will recognise and play instruments with 

the correct technique that matches their own music ability. 

 Develop an awareness of instruments that could be played in  

band or orchetra. 

 Become aware of and know the different ways of writing 

music down for eg: staff notation and symbols. 

 Develop a more indepth knowledge of the notes C,D,E.F,G, A, 

B +c. 

 


